Arc repressor-operator DNA interactions and contribution of Phe10 to binding specificity.
Solution properties of Arc repressors (wild-type and F10H variant) from Salmonella bacteriophage P22 and their complexes with operator DNA (Arc-wt-DNA and Arc-F10H-DNA) were characterized by circular dichroism, fluorescence, and Raman difference spectroscopy and compared with the crystal structures of free and DNA-bound Arc repressors (wild-type and F10V variant). From the crystal structure of Arc-wt-operator DNA complex, it is known that amino acids Phe10/10' flip out of the hydrophobic protein core, and in the Arc-F10V-DNA complex, the methyl groups of Val10/10' rotate toward the DNA. Arc-wt and Arc-F10H significantly perturb the Raman signatures of the operator DNA upon complex formation. The two proteins induce similar changes in the DNA spectra. Raman markers in the difference spectra (spectrum of the complex minus spectra of DNA and Arc) indicate binding of Arc in the major groove, several direct contacts, e.g., hydrogen bonds of protein residues with bases, and slight perturbations of the deoxyribose ring systems that are consistent with bending of the operator DNA. Trp14, the only one tryptophan of Arc repressor monomers, serves as a very sensitive tool for changes of the hydrophobic core of the protein. The Raman spectra identify in the free Arc-F10H variant a largely different chi(2,1) rotation angle of Trp14 compared to that in wild-type Arc. In the Arc-wt-DNA and Arc-F10H-DNA complexes, however, the Trp14 chi(2,1) rotation angles are similar in both proteins. Furthermore, in both complexes, a strengthening of the van der Waals interactions of the aromatic ring of Trp14 is indicated compared to these interactions in the free proteins. According to the fluorescence and Raman data, His10 is buried in the hydrophobic core of free Arc-F10H, resembling the "core" conformation of Phe10 in Arc-wt, but His10 is looped out in the complex with DNA resembling the "bound" conformation of Phe10 in the Arc-wt-operator DNA complex.